
SHCGB Championship Show 2015 Results and Critiques 

 

BIS McINNES, INNESKA TAVDA 

 

 

 

RBIS BOWERING & EVANS, PENKHALA’S KYRA 

BOS WAKKER, CH ICYNIGHTS MIST A BLUE AT CEANNABEINNE JW 

BVIS, McINNES, INNESKA TAVDA 

BPIS BRADLEY, SNOSTOPIN BACK IN BLACK 

DCC WAKKER, CH ICYNIGHTS MIST A BLUE AT CEANNABEINNE JW 

RDCC TAYLOR, CH PELENRISE BRITE KNIGHT JW 

BCC McINNES, INNESKA TAVDA 

RBCC BOWERING & EVANS PENKHALA’S KYRA 
DOGS: JEFF LUSCOTT (JALUS) 

SPECIAL VETERAN DOG 
1. KEEN, CH WINTERDANCE JASPER CARROTT AT NASHANESSAN 
2. WINTER, SNOWTREKKA APOLLO shCM 

3. JOHNS, ERANDIKA MOONLIGHT MAJESTY 
4. PLATT, SKIMARQUE SILVER-SNO KENAI AT WIGHTFLIGHT 

 
VETERAN DOG 
1. BIDDLECOMBE, CH LINCOLN WHITE AT TSARITSA 

2. LUXMOORE, ZIMA SEA BISCUIT 
3. RUNDLE & RUTLEDGE, AMICAL TALFAN AT LANGKAWI 

4. WAKKER, SNOVOYAGER’S MIST A MOOSE AT CEANNABEINNE 
5. SHAKESHAFT, AMICAL ARWEL 
6. FARKAS, SNOWBLES BIG BABY 

 
MINOR PUPPY DOG 

1. KEEN, NASHANESSAN’S BROCKTON 
2. KEEN, NASHANESSAN’S PROSPECT 
3. EVANS, EVERSEPP ARIZONA AT DEMONEIRA 

 
PUPPY DOG 

1. SEWARD, ELLEONIA PERFECT CHANCE 
2. COOPER, FORSTALS MAGPIE 
3. PORRITT, SKIMARQUE WINTER FROST AT BLIZZARDRUN 

4. BRADLEY, SNOSTOPIN FADE TO GREY 
5. SKEATH, AZGARD RACHIS 

6. WAKKER, ZARCHENSKI MIST A ZEEHOND AT CEANNABEINNE 
7. MANLEY, SKIMARQUE QUICKSILVER FOX 
 



JUNIOR DOG 
1. JAMES, AMICAL TROJAN 

2. DAVIS, AMICAL MORTICON 
3. WALKER, SKIMARQUE TEMPEST NICO 

4. PORRITT, SQUIMARQUE WINTER FROST AT BLIZZARDRUN 
5. PICKAVANCE, AZGARD KRUG 
6. MANLEY, SKIMARQUE QUICKSILVER FOX 

 
YEARLING DOG 

1. LEICH, LEICH & KOOPS, FORSTALS TUFF 
2. JAMES, AMICAL KAMDOR 
3. PICKAVANCE, AZGARD BOLLINGER 

4. DOWNEY & LAST, SNOQUALMIE ZUES 
5. OLIVER, FORSTALS LUTHER 

 
MAIDEN DOG 
No Entries 

UNDERGRADUATE DOG 
1. ALLEN & ALLEN’S, ARCTICSKIES LEADING LIGHT 

 
POST GRADUATE DOG 
1. BIDDLECOMBE’S, KORSVIGS COOPER AT TSARITSA 

2. JONES, COLDFEET LIMITLESS 
3. REEVES, ROSGUARD GWRIOW LUGHES AT KORSVIG 

4. SQUIRES, THREEC’S TONY STARK AT COLDSPELL 
5. LEICH, LEICH & KOOPS, BIFROST RIDIKE OF FORSTALS 
6. TINKER, ZALTANA DIREWOLF AT LOLOTEA (imp Pol) 

7. ROBERTSON, CHATANIKAS WILD WHISTLER 
 

MID LIMIT DOG 
1. PATEMAN, ICEBEX THE FUGITIVE 
2. PORRITT, JACALOUS RISING STORM AT BLIZZARDRUN JW ShCM 

3. TINKER, ESQUIMAUX A KIND OF MAGIC JW 
4. CROWTHER, KOBUK MIDNIGHT STARGAZER 

5. HANNAM, CHARIOTE RAVEN’S BREW 
6. BOLSOVER, ELLEONIA NEW MOON 
 

LIMIT DOG 
1. KEEN, NASHANESSAN STANLEY 

2. WINTER & UNWIN, NASHANESSAN’S DIRTY HARRY AT SNOWTREKKA 
3. WRIGHT, PELENRISE BRITE HORIZON JW 
4. GLOVER, TOKYN DAYS OF THUNDER 

5. CUNNINGHAM, ICEBEX THE FIRST AVENGER JW 
6. SIMMS, ARCTICSHIES GLORY AWAITS JW ShCM 

7. REEVES, SPIRELLS ALEXEI AT KORSVIG 
 
OPEN DOG 

1. WAKKER, CH ICYNIGHTS MIST A BLUE AT CEANNABEINNE JW 
2. TAYLOR, CH PELENRISE BRITE KNIGHT JW 

3. GREENLAND, CH SKIMARQUE A’TEB RUNNING WOLF 
4. SIMMS, ESQUIMAUX THE CHOSEN ONE AT ARCTICSKIES JW ShCM 
5. GLOVER, TALA TIVA GOSHE AT SIBERLISTIC 

6. WYNNE, ICEBEX SPACE COWBOY AT MYDSIA 
 

BITCHES: JOHN RITCHIE (DYKEBAR/HOLLIBELL) 
SPECIAL VETERAN BITCH 
1. McINNES, INNESKA TAVDA 

2. KEEN, WINTERDANCE VIRGINNIA WOLF AT NASHANESSEN 
3. FRASER, CH FASTRAX XHOSA SPIRIT 

 
VETERAN BITCH 
1. BRADLEY, CH RAJARANI ANASTASYA 

2. JONES & MIHULKA, CH ICYNIGHTS MORNING MIST ShCM 
3. WAKKER, CH SNOWPEEDER CORUSCANT AT CEANNABEINNE 

4. BROWN, BIFROST LITTLE LENA OF POLARCREEK 
5. SARGENT, KERIQUEL RAZORLIGHT 



6. RUNDLE & RUTLEDGE, AMICAL TYLERI 
7. NORMAN, SKIMARQUE SILVER SNO QUEEN ShCM 

MINOR PUPPY BITCH 
1. BOLSOVER, CHARMEDKELZ ALL SEEIN ANGEL 

 
PUPPY BITCH 
1. BRADLEY, SNOSTOPIN BACK IN BLACK 

2. SEWARD, FORSTAL’S CRYSTAL 
3. MARCH, TRAILHUNTERS KALISIBELLA 

4. LEICH, LEICH & KOOPS, FORSTAL’S KITE 
5. BIDDLECOMBE, FORSTALS TSAVANTI 
6. EVANS, ZARCHENSKI SCHOONER PICKLE FOR DEMONEIRA 

7. CARMICHAEL, AZGARD QUILL 
 

JUNIOR BITCH 
1. SMITH, AMICAL KAPRI 
2. WOOLISCROFT, ZARCHENSKI CHALLENGER 

3. JONES & MIHULKA, ICYNIGHTS TOO HOT TO HANDLE JW 
4. COPLAND, LIAREEDON BANG TIDY 

5. JONES, COLDFEET FLAWLESS 
6. BARRY & GRISBROOKE, AZGARD CRISTAL 
7. ALLEN, ESQUIMAUX’S NEXT TOP MODEL 

 
YEARLING BITCH 

1. WINTER & UNWIN, SNOWTREKKA BEWITCHED JW 
2. SHELFORD, SNOWTREKKA ENCHANTRESS 
3. COPLAND, LIAREEDON BANG TIDY 

4. DOWNEY & LAST, SNOQUALMIE SNOWISIS 
5. JONES, COLDFEET ANARCHY 

 
MAIDEN BITCH 
1. HEATON, DESHKA SITKA AVDYR AT VOLKADEN 

2. WAKKER, ICYNIGHTS SPARKLE IN THE MIST AT CEANNABEINNE 
3. SHELFORD, SNOWTREKKA FREYIA 

 
UNDERGRADUATE BITCH 
1. SHELFORD, AMIZ CAMMI 

2. HEATON, DESHKA ECHO DYR 
3. PRUS, LA-DAM LATEA SAN (Imp Pol) 

4. BRYSON, MATANUSKA ATHENA OF INUKSHAK 
5. HOWARTH, PENKHALAS CHULYIN 
 

POST GRADUATE BITCH 
1. WINTER & UNWIN, NASHANESSAN’S PALE RIDER AT SNOWTREKKA 

2. SMITH, AMICAL SNOW WHITE 
3. SHELFORD, AMIZ ALANA 
4. ROBINSON, RIGRUNNER DIAMOND JUBILEE 

5. BURCHELL, SPIRELL’S NAKOMA 
6. BARRY & GRISBROOKE, AZGARD TALVI 

7. TRENT, SUTARKA SERAFINA 
 
MID LIMIT BITCH 

1. DOWNEY & LAST, SNOQUALIMIE KHIONE 
2. CUNNINGHAM, ICEBEX IN THE VALLEY OF ELAH 

3. CARMICHAEL, GLENBRANTER SUMMAT ELSE 
4. ALLEN, SEIKSUH’S STAR GAZER 
5. HEATON, DESHKA DELTA DYR AT VOLKADEN 

6. FRASER, RAJARANI UNIFIED HEART JW 
7. CROWTHER, SNOWRACERS SHONA DREAM GIRL OF KOBUK ShCM 

 
LIMIT BITCH 
1. BOWERING & EVANS, PENKHALAS KYRA 

2. COOPER, SNOQUALMIE LUNA BREEZE 
3. SANDFORD, NASHANESSEN TWO SISTERS 

4. ROBINSON & PLATT, RIGRUNNER JUBILEE FLY PAST JW 
5. BRADLEY, RAJARANI CHRISTMAS MAGICK AT SNOSTOPIN 



6. SMITH, RAJARANI LILIA ANNA 
7. JOHNS, RAJARANI KOKO FOR ALEPENKYE JW 

 
OPEN BITCH 

1. NORMAN, SKIMARQUE SILVER SNO STAR 
2. McINNES, INNESKA AURORA DUSYA 
3. SANDFORD, FORSTAL ILULIAQ 

4. BURCHELL, AMICAL HEINI FOR SPIRELL JW ShCM 
5. CARMICHAEL, GLENBRANTER ICE POLE 

6. SEWARD, ELLEONIA BREAKING DAWN 
7. MASON, CH JACALOUS SILVER ANGEL OVER SLEEPIHALLO JW 
 

 
REFEREE: JULIE FOARD (BIFROST) 

STUD DOG 
1. LUXMOORE, ZIMA SEA BISCUIT 
2. WOOLISCROFT, CHEFFINS PAN TO ZARCHENSKI (imp Can) 

3. KEEN, NASHANESSEN’S STANLEY 
BROOD BITCH 

1. WINTER & UNWIN, NASHANESSEN’S PALE RIDER AT SNOWTREKKA 
2. JONES & MIHULKA, CH ICYNIGHTS MORNING MIST ShCM 
3. LEICH, LEICH & KOOPS, GALEENAA AV VARGEVASS OF FORSTAL 

4. DOWNEY & LAST, TAIMA ASTRO 
BRACE 

1. MR & MRS H WAKKER’S BRACE 
2. MISS A SHELFORD’S BRACE 
3. MR & MRS BRADLEY’S BRACE 

4. MRS S DOWNEY & MR M LAST’S BRACE 
5. MR & MRS GLOVER’S BRACE 

 

CRITIQUES - Bitches 

Siberian Husky Club Of GB 
Sunday 19th April 2015 
BIS Mc Innes Inneska Tavda 

Res BIS Bowering+ Evans Penkhalas Kyra 
Best Puppy In Show Bradleys Snostopin Back In Black 

 
Bitches 
A fabulous entry for which I am very grateful- my thanks to the club for the invitation- apart from Crufts a breed club 

appointment is well up there as a highlight of ones judging career especially when its not your own breed – as an 
‘allrounder’ I felt very privileged and honoured to be judging at this the breeds premier show. It’s the 6th time I have 

judged the breed at this level over the space of 16 years – by now I am sure exhibitors have an idea of the type of Sibe 
I am looking for and which fits my interpretation of the breed standard.I would describe the Sibe as an earthy breed – 
one which still to this very day should be able and capable both mentally and physically of doing the job it has been 

bred for – my ideal Sibe and those who where rewarded today I feel could still and I am sure some are still doing this 
original function- not a heavy boned breed- built on lines capable of enduring long periods of sleding at a collected pace 

with the odd short bursts of speed- construction and movement being paramount importance in my decisions . 
My overall impressions today –coats varied as expected with weather and time of year, many lacked the correct angles 
both front and rear that I was looking for – consequently movement suffered, I was worried that a fair number of 

bitches where reluctant to being handled – this I forgave initially but if they persisted I took it into account with 
placings, eye shape and ear size and set generally good, tail carriage also generally good ,folks dogs nails – loads of 

really long nails some affecting dogs movement – this is basic animal husbandry and is unforgivable, no very light 
bitches or very heavy built which was a bonus, handling and presentation varied- it is a dog show and they should be 
clean even if they don’t have much coat. 

I thoroughly enjoyed the appointment – ably helped by two super stewards who kept everything flowing as it should . 
When it came to the main in show awards I liked my bitches and my co-judge Mr Lusscott liked his males so we both 

agreed to let the referee Julie Foard decide. 
 
Special Veteran Bitch 

1st,CC + BIS Mc Innes Inneska Tavda- superb 11 year old in such fabulous condition- I last judged this lady 10 years 
ago as a puppy and awarded her the Res CC- I cant believe that she does not carry what would be a well deserved 

title- she is so correct in so many ways – her balance, construction and light footed movement are an absolute joy to 
see. She scores in so many places that so many in the breed fail. Feminine head of the correct balance and strength, 
super mouth and strong teeth, correct stop ,eye shape and ears ,moderate neck leads to correct wither placement, 

perfect upper arm to shoulder angulation and length, straight front legs, excellent feet, her length to height ratio are 



text book, good ribs and strong loin, correct topline, correct tail set, croup and tail carriage, excellent hind angulation 
with neatest of short strong hocks. This bitch comes into her own on the move- she is completely sound out and back 

with driving side gait, economical, collected and not over reaching, she could move for long periods and you could see 
that going around the ring,she didn’t tire one bit, showed her heart out at the start and finish of the day- she is made 

so correctly that even at her age her correct construction would still allow her to work all day .Shown and handled to 
perfection- will be an injustice if she doesn’t gain her third CC. 
2nd-Keens Winterdance Virginia Woolf At Nashanessen-super type bitch , correct head pattern and stop, correct eye 

shape,good ears,moderate neck, excellent front and hind angulation, sound out and back, driving side gait,falls away 
slightly in croup,in good coat, good temperament, quality lady 

3rd-Frasers Ch Fastrax Xhosa Spirit-super old lady enjoying her day out, of good overall type and well made , moderate 
angles fore and aft, pleasing head with good eye shape, most soundly overall. 
 

Veteran Bitch 
1st-Ch Rajarani Anastasya- classic bitch from this very famous kennel whom I admire- she is such a typey bitch and 

very correct you cant fail to notice her, scores in many departments,excellent for size and substance, completely 
feminine, head pattern excellent, correct balance and stop, good eye shape with neat ears,excellent neck correct front 
and hind angulation, well balanced, strong topline , moved soundly out and back and with sound driving side gait, in 

great condition and super coat, well handled and presented, a pleasure to judge. 
2nd Jones+ Mihulka-Ch Icynights Morning Mist-one I have liked before and haven’t changed my opinion, excellent for 

size and substance, balanced head with correct stop and ears of good size and shape and correctly set, eye a tad 
round, excellent neck, super front and hind angulation, so well balanced , good topline and strong loin, sound out and 
back and scores heavily on her driving side gait, her foot fall is so correct for this bred, in superb coat and condition- 

just wish she would look as if she enjoys herself a bit more-couldn’t fail to impress for her correctness.Worthy Champ 
3rd-Wakkers Snowspeeders Coruscant At Ceannabeinne- completed a trio of super bitches another well put together 

bitch who scores in overall soundness and construction, moving soundly in all directions, not quite the head qualities I 
am looking for but cant fail to overlook her. 
 

Minor Puppy 
1st Bolsover Charmedkelz All Seein Angel-lovely youngster with pleasing overall type, correct head shape, good eye and 

ears a tad large at the moment,good neck,correct front and hind angulation, steady topline,tad long in hocks, moved 
steadily in all directions for her age , promising young lady. 
 

Puppy 
1st-Bradley-Snostopin Back In Black- what a quality young lady who scores highly for correct overall type, most 

impressed even in this good class,she is of the correct size and substance, good size and overall proportions,quality 
head, correctly stop, excellent eye shape and expression, neat ears bang where they should be,excellent neck, correct 
front and hind angles, topline good and well set and carried tail, she stood very slack at times in hind quarters( handler 

could help this ) but totally corrected herself on the move- really came into her own when moving , sound out and back 
and excellent free moving side gait- Pleased she was awarded Best Puppy In Show 

2nd-Sewards Forstals Crystal-another young lady scoring in correct size, substance and type,balanced head, eye a tad 
round, correct stop, ears ok, excellent reach of neck, well angulated front and hind quarters, super topline, correct tail 
set and carriage, in good coat, scored well on the move, sound out and back, excellent driving side gait, handled to 

advantage. 
3rd-March’s Trailhunters Kalisbella-quality white bitch of correct overall type and substance,pleasing head although a 

touch pinched in muzzle as yet,good eye and correct ears,moved soundly in all directions, excellent side gait, needs to 
strengthen in pasterns, good overall. 
 

Junior 
1st-Smiths Amical Kapri- lovely white bitch of correct overall type and substance,top size, correct in head, stop and eye, 

neat ears ,correct in neck, withers, front and hind angulation, good tail set and carriage, moved very soundly out and 
back and excellent on the side, in super well presented coat, will always be there or there abouts, well handled 
2nd-Wooliscroft Zarchenski Challenger- unplaced in the strong puppy class- but scored here for her correct shape , type 

and substance,pleasing enough in head,balanced angles, moved ok but needs to strengthen overall 
3rd-Jones Icynights Too Hot To Handle JW-pleasing for overall size and substance, sweet head, good ears , angles ok, 

not settled at all either standing or on the move, in great coat and condition. 
 
Yearling 

1st-Winter+Unwin Snowtrekka Bewitched JW- lovely youngster scores in type, correct in head, stop,eye shape, ears a 
tad large, excellent in neck,correct front and hind angulation,good tail set and correct carriage,moved soundly out and 

back, showed real drive and extension on the side gait,in pleasing coat and excellent in temperament 
2nd-Shelfords Snowtrekka Enchantress- litter sister to 1st and like her sister in many ways,much the same applies , she 
is well made of correct type, good size and substance, correct in angulation, moved well out and back but not just as 

settled in side gait as her sister but seen enough to warrant her placing 
3rd-Coplands Liareedon Bang Tidy-pleasing type ,ok in head,needs a bit more stop,eye a tad round,correct ears, good 

neck,balanced angulation, moved soundly. 
 



Maiden 
1st-Heaton’s Deshka Sitka Avdyr At Volkaden- pleasing type ,feminine well balanced head, underjaw could be stronger, 

correct well shaped eye, neat ears, good neck, correct front and hind angles,moved soundly and steadily out and back 
steady side gait, well handled and presented 

2nd-Wakkers Icynights Sparkle In The Mist At Ceannabeinne- dark bitch of good size and correct substance,good head 
pattern, eyes a tad large, good ears ,correct neck,balanced angles, tad long in back, moved soundly out and back but a 
bit restricted on side gait, well handled and presented in super coat 

3rd-Shelford’s Snowtrekka Freyia- piebald, medium size, balanced angles , tad restricted in movement. 
 

Undergraduate 
1st- Shelfords Amiz Cammi- odd eyed bitch of pleasing type , good substance and correct size,overall good make and 
shape,pleasing head of correct balanced ,correct stop, good eye shape,ears well set but tad large, excellent neck, 

correct in front and hind angulation, moved very soundly out and back and with correct driving side gait, in super coat 
and condition 

2nd-Heaton Deshka Echo Dyr-silver odd eyed bitch of correct type,correct in head , eye and ears , neck ok, needs more 
front angles, sound body,correct hind angles, steady side gait, well handled and presented 
3rd-Prus La-Dam Latea San ( imp Pol)- plush silver in super coat and condition,tad stronger overall in head, good eye, 

neat ears , correct neck,good front angles, strong body, needs more hind angles, moved steadily. 
 

Post Graduate 
1st-Winter+Unwin-Nashanessen’s Pale Rider At Snowtrekka- piebald bitch of classic make and shape, scores in correct 
type,balanced in head, correct for stop, excellent eye shape,correct ears, excellent neck, correct front and hind angles , 

moved soundly out and back although could be a tad stronger in pastern , scores in excellent driving side gait,correct 
tail set and carriage, coat on the blow, handled to advantage 

2nd-Smith’s Amical Snow White- another excellent white of correct type, she has such a well balanced head of correct 
proportions, stop good, eye shape correct, ears correct, excellent neck,good front angles, correct body, could be a bit 
shorter in loin, excellent hind angles, good tail set and carriage, sound out and back and with driving side gait,super 

coat and condition excellent temperament 
3rd-Shelfords Amiz Alana- bitch who scores in correct type, good head qualities,good ears and well shaped eye, 

excellent in front angles but need a bit more behind, moves soundly and steadily with steady side gait. 
 
Mid Limit 

1st-Downeys Snoqualmie Khione-typey , correctly built bitch ,scores in her very correct head, balanced, correct stop, 
good eye shape, correct ears ,excellent neck,correct in front and hind angulation,correct tail set and carriage, sound out 

and back with driving side gait, in good coat and condition. 
2nd-Cunninghams Icebex In The Valley of Elah- another nice bitch built on similar lines to 1 ,pleasing in head, eyes and 
ears , excellent neck, good front and hind angles, moved soundly and with drive in all directions. 

3rd - Carmichaels Glenbranter Summat Else-well built lady of slightly heavier type, good overall make and shape, typey 
head with correct eye, moved well in all directions. 

 
Limit 
1st-Bowering + Evans Penkhala's Kyra- smaller bitch with such super proportions and very correct angles that her lack 

of coat just emphasised,very feminine foxy head , correct proportions, correct in stop, excellent eye shape and desired 
expression, ears a tad low but good when she used them,super reach of neck, text book front and hind angulation, 

correct body with tuck, good tail set and carriage, sound out and back she came into her own on the side gait with such 
super power and correctness - she really motored around the ring so typical of this breed, not in full coat but in super 
condition and really at one with her handler- excellent temperament, gave them all a run for their money in the bitch 

challenge to win the Res CC and still going strong for Res BIS - well done- am sure she will gain her well deserved title 
at some point. 

2nd-Coopers Snoqualmie Luna Breeze - taller bitch with correct proportions, very well put together overall , feminine in 
head but slightly longer in muzzle,well shaped eye, correct stop,excellent ears , good neck,scores for correctness of 
front and hind angles, sound body, good tail set and carriage, moved soundly out and back and with drive on the side 

gait, in excellent coat and condition, another nice bitch 
3rd-Sandfords Nashanessen Two Sisters-excellent for type make , shape and correct substance, feminine lady with 

pleasing well balanced head,correct ears, correct angles, sound mover, completed a trio of quality bitches. 
 
Open 

1st-Normans Skimarque Silver Sno Star-quality lady who has alot to offer and had to really work for her placing in this 
quality class, caught my eye for her overall balance and correct construction, scores in type, substance , feminine head, 

correct stop, good eye shape, super ears well set, excellent neck , well angulated front and rear, good body with strong 
topline, good tail set and carriage, moved soundly out and back and with correct reach and drive in side gait, really had 
to pull out the stops to win this quality class, in good coat and super condition, well handled and shown to advantage 

2nd-Mc Innes Inneska Aurora Dusya- quality veteran who i have previously also liked along with her sister- so alike in 
so many ways and much the same critique applies, she moved soundly and steadily allround with correct movement, 

perhaps just not as fresh as her sister in body and demeanour but still a quality bitch all through, handles and shown to 
advantage. 



3rd-Sandfords Forstal Iluliaq- lovely feminine well built bitch with the correct head and well shaped eye,excellent 
ears,correct in angles allowed her to move well in all directions. 

Judge John Ritchie 

 


